General Equipment
Portland OR

Unified Sewerage Agency, Washington County, OR

Do you want to protect
your truck?
Having purchased this piece of brand new equipment recently, Unified Sewerage Agency in
Oregon knew these trucks experienced difficulties
in emptying completely, along with corrosion in
the tank caused by sticking residue. They decided
to contact ICS, Inc. in Vancouver, Washington for
the solution to their problems. After consultation
about the experiences USA had had with their
other equipment it was decided that a spray-in
coating of was in order. The truck was sent to
our shops in Vancouver and the work was performed as discussed by technicians at ICS.
The resins applied by ICS are highly chemical
resistant, impermeable to water, and boast a
coefficient of friction lower than an ants’ ankles!
This makes for the toughest and slipperiest tank
liner available in the industry.

Do you worry
about
corrosion in
your
expensive
equipment?

Do you want
your truck to
empty more
completely?
Vac Trucks and sweepers are prone to corrosion
caused when the loads
do not completely empty
after they are used. The
factory coating they are
shipped with does not
last. Our liners help you
eliminate corrosion in
several ways. Our liner
is designed to be hard
and very slippery so that
your truck empties better
than ever. Fewer man
hours spent cleaning out
the debris box or tank.
Corrosion can’t get to
the steel. That saves you
MONEY!

There is no expensive
corrosion to your equipment anymore when
your truck is lined with
a ICS tank liner. No
more expensive deterioration of the holding
tank. Our liner is impermeable to water and
chemically resistant to
just about anything you
can vac or sweep up in
your work day. That’s
money in your pocket
because of extra life to
your expensive equipment! Are you ready to
take care of your vac or
sweeper truck problems
once and for all? Give
us a call!

Innovative Coating Solutions, Inc.
3315 NE 112th Ave. Suite 66 Vancouver, Washington 98682
360-907-4446 Fax 360-694-4657
jay@icslinings.com

“Let ICS be your coating solution!”

